For immediate release:
Eduardo Antoja To Join Summit Panel On Self –Exclusion
With the eagerly anticipated new style EUROMAT Summit scheduled for 4th-6th June 2018, senior
figures from the world of gaming and amusements are preparing for their roles as speakers and
panellists at the event.
Eduardo Antoja is one participant who will certainly be familiar with the Summit, having served two
terms as EUROMAT President; a combined total of 10 years. Eduardo actually instigated the event
on commencing his first term in 1999.
Eduardo has enjoyed a long career in the gaming industry, starting when he became CEO of CIRSA
Industrial Division, taking responsibility for product development, manufacturing and marketing of
gaming devices and systems. CIRSA is one of the larger European and Latin American operators of
casinos, bingo and single-site games, as well as online and offline betting and gaming systems.
In 2010 Eduardo started his own independent consultancy, Barcelona-based Intrepid Consult,
providing a comprehensive range of services for its gaming industry customers. Intrepid Consult‘s
clients include technology companies in Germany, Italy and Spain.
Currently, Eduardo serves the Spanish gaming industry as Executive Vice –President of the
operator’s association COFAR.
Eduardo will sit on the panel of Summit session: Self exclusion; Is It Working And How Do You
Manage It To Be Effective? Speaking about the event, Eduardo commented, “I’m very pleased that
the EUROMAT Annual Summit, started in 1999, is now consolidated as the main European gaming
industry event of its type.”
Current president Jason Frost welcomed Eduardo Antoja’s participation: “Eduardo has contributed
enormously to EUROMAT over the years and we’re delighted that he has agreed to be a panellist. He
will be joining an impressive team, comprising industry leaders and specialists in the issues
confronting European land-based gaming,” confirmed Jason
For Summit Registration and full details on the session on Self Exclusion, plus the entire Summit
Programme, visit www.euromat.org

Editors’ Notes:
The European Gaming and Amusement Federation (EUROMAT) is the voice of the land-based gaming
entertainment industry in Europe; a highly regulated and highly taxed industry sector accounting for more
than 250,000 jobs across Europe.
The organisation was established in 1979 to represent, through its affiliated national associations, private
sector operators of gaming machines and the manufacturers that supply them. Today, EUROMAT has 14
national member associations from 11 European countries, as well as two observer members from France and
Hungary. For further information about EUROMAT please visit www.euromat.org and follow EUROMAT on
LinkedIn and Twitter.
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